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We present a field theoretical model unifying grand unified theory (GUT) and brane world sce-
nario. As a concrete example, we consider SU(5) GUT in 4+1 dimensions where our 3 + 1 di-
mensional spacetime spontaneously arises on five domain walls. A field-dependent gauge kinetic
term is used to localize massless non-Abelian gauge fields on the domain walls and to assure
the charge universality of matter fields. We find the domain walls with the symmetry breaking
SU(5)→ SU(3)× SU(2)×U(1) as a global minimum and all the undesirable moduli are stabilized
with the mass scale of MGUT. Profiles of massless Standard Model particles are determined as a
consequence of wall dynamics. The proton decay can be exponentially suppressed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Grand unified theories (GUT) [1–7] have various in-
teresting features such as prediction of gauge coupling
unification and explanation of the charge assignments of
matters. Theories with extra-dimensions give a solution
of the gauge hierarchy problem in the framework such as
the brane world scenario [8–12]. Combining these two
theories gives rise to new possibilities for phenomenolog-
ical model building.
An interesting example is SU(5) GUT in five dimen-
sional space-time where the fifth dimension is compact-
ified on an orbifold [13]. In this kind of model, several
assumptions are made: i) The fifth dimension is compact-
ifed. ii) Two branes exist. iii) Matter fields are localized
on one of two branes called an Infra-Red brane while
gauge fields and Higgs fields propagate in the bulk. iv)
Nontrivial Z2 parity assignment for the fields is required.
This setup leads to breaking of SU(5) gauge group to
the Standard Model (SM) gauge group and realizes chiral
fermions on the Infra-Red brane. Further studies along
this direction have been done to reconsider traditional
problems in GUT such as doublet-triplet Higgs splitting
and proton decay which has not been observed so far
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[14–18]. A key feature in these models is gauge symme-
try breaking via orbifold compactification. However, the
origins of the nontrivial space-time geometry (only the
fifth direction is compact) and the Z2 parity assignment
has not been explained. Moreover, both the presence of
infinitely thin branes and the localization of matters on
an Infra-Red brane are assumed as an initial setup.
These points, however, can be addressed in non-
compact five dimensional space-time. A minimal assump-
tion is a presence of discrete vacua which are exchanged
by a discrete symmetry. Spontaneous symmetry break-
ing of the discrete symmetry dynamically yields stable
domain walls, which are solutions of equations of motion.
Thus, our four-dimensional world is dynamically realized
as the domain walls with finite width in flat 5 dimen-
sional spacetime. Furthermore, they automatically lead
to localization of zero modes of matter fields in the bulk
such as fermions and scalars [19]. It provides a dynam-
ical realization of four-dimensional space-time, namely,
the brane world scenario.
An SU(5) GUT model in the five-dimensional space-
time with a domain wall background has been proposed
in Ref. [20], and has been studied extensively in [21–24].
The model in [20] introduces three scalar fields: a singlet
field η (1), an adjoint field χ (24) and the Higgs field in
the anti-fundamental representation Φ (5∗). The scalar
η forms a domain wall on which a low-energy effective
3+1-dimensional space-time is realized. The other scalar
field χ yields a background solution which breaks the
SU(5) gauge symmetry group down to the SM gauge
group, while Φ is localized on the domain wall and gives
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2the origin of the electroweak symmetry breaking. Thus,
each scalar field has an independent role. Their model
successfully combines GUT and the brane world scenario
through the domain wall and demonstrates the feasibility
of this approach for an interesting model building.
The localization of gauge fields on the domain walls has
been a long-standing problem in model building of the
brane world scenario by topological solitons [26–44]. A
popular resolution is the so called Dvali-Shifman mecha-
nism [25]. Indeed, the SM gauge fields in [20] are assumed
to be localized due to the Dvali-Shifman mechanism. For
this mechanism to work, it needs the confinement in five-
dimensional space-time, whose validity is far from being
clear.
It has been noted that the localization of gauge fields
requires the confining phase rather than the Higgs phase
in the bulk outside the domain wall [8, 25]. A classi-
cal realization of the confinement can be obtained by
the position-dependent gauge coupling [45, 46], which
is achieved by domain wall through the field-dependent
gauge coupling function. This semi-classical mechanism
was successfully applied to localize gauge fields on do-
main walls [47–50].
In this work, we propose an alternative way to unify
GUT and extra-dimensions, where the (effective) com-
pactification, gauge symmetry breaking and especially
localization of gauge fields are all tied to domain walls.
We also show that charge universality of matter fields
holds and the proton decay is suppressed. Our model is
an SU(5) GUT in non-compact five-dimensional space-
time. Our 3 + 1 dimensional world emerges dynami-
cally on domain walls. Having multiple domain walls
has mainly three roles. First is dynamical compactifica-
tion of the fifth direction. The second role is that the SM
chiral fermions are localized through the mechanism in
[19]. These are the conventional roles played by domain
walls in previous studies. In addition, non-coincident
positions of domain walls in the extra-dimension break
SU(5) gauge symmetry. Hence, the presence of domain
walls in our model is essential not only for dynamical re-
alization of the brane world but also for GUT scenario.
Rephrasing at more concrete level, we unify the roles of
η (1) and χ (24) of Ref. [20] into a single entity, which
we call T (1+24). Peculiar point as a result of this unifi-
cation is that the number of domain walls is equal to the
rank of SU(5). We emphasize that the GUT symmetry
breaking and its stabilization are results of dynamics of
these domain walls.
In the absence of the moduli-stabilizing potential, our
model possesses five domain walls, whose positions are
moduli. Gauge symmetry is fully preserved when all the
five walls are coincident at the same position. When a
group of three coincident walls and the other group of
two coincident walls are located at two different points,
the gauge symmetry is broken down to that of the SM.
With a simple moduli-stabilizing potential, we show that
our model has such 3-2 splitting pattern as the global
minimum.
Our model also overcomes the problem of localiz-
ing gauge fields on the domain walls by adopting field-
dependent gauge kinetic term [47–49]. As an advan-
tage of using this mechanism, we can explicitly deter-
mine mode functions of massless gauge bosons for the
SM gauge groups, as well as mode functions of the gauge
fields corresponding to broken generators. We show that
these gauge bosons for broken generators become massive
by the geometric Higgs mechanism [50]. These massive
gauge bosons are responsible for the proton decay. Their
mode functions and those of the matter fields allow us to
show explicitly that the proton decay can be highly sup-
pressed. This suppression arises due to the small overlap
between the mode functions of the matter fields and the
massive gauge fields. On the other hand, our localization
mechanism assures charge universality of matter fields
for unbroken gauge generators by preserving the 3 + 1-
dimensional gauge invariance.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section
II, we present our model, domain walls and fluctuations
without moduli-stabilizating potential. In Section III,
we introduce the moduli-stabilizating potential and find
the global minimum using gradient flow. In section IV,
one generation of chiral quarks and leptons are obtained.
In section V, baryon number violating processes are dis-
cussed. Section VI is devoted to Conclusion.
II. DOMAIN WALLS AND GAUGE FIELDS
We extend the minimal SU(5) GUT in 3+1 dimensions
to 4 + 1 dimensions. In addition to fermionic matters
Ψ5¯ in an anti-fundamental representation and Ψ10 in an
anti-symmetric representation, we have two scalar fields
represented as 5 by 5 matrices
T ≡ Tˆ + 15T
0
5
, S ≡ Sˆ + 15S
0
5
, (1)
where Tˆ and Sˆ are in the adjoint representation while T0
and S0 are singlets. The minimal GUT in 3 + 1 dimen-
sions needs only Tˆ to break SU(5) gauge symmetry. In
our model, Tˆ plays the same role, but together with T0,
it provides domain walls and traps the chiral fermions on
them. On the other hand, the role of S is to localize the
massless gauge fields. Our Lagrangian consists of three
parts
L = LB + LOS + LF. (2)
The first term LB gives the bosonic Lagrangian to form
domain walls
LB = Tr
[
DMTD
MT +DMSD
MS − V0 − V1
]
(3)
with the potential
V0 = λ
2
(
v2 − T 2 − S2)2 + Ω2S2 − ξ[T, S]2 , (4)
V1 = −µ2Tˆ 2 + αTˆ 4 , (5)
3where metric is ηMN = diag(+,−,−,−,−), and Ω, λ and
ξ are mass and coupling constants, while the covariant
derivatives are defined by
DMT = ∂MT + i
[
AM , T
]
, (6)
and similarly for S. We choose the potential (4) to be
simple to ensure analytic solutions if V1 is absent [50].
The role of V1 in (5) with α, µ
2 > 0 is to stabilize unde-
sirable moduli of the domain wall solutions. The field-
dependent gauge kinetic function [47–49] is given in LOS
as
LOS = −Tr
[
aS2GMNG
MN
]
, (7)
with
GMN = ∂MAN − ∂NAM + i
[
AM , AN
]
. (8)
The fermionic part LF is given by
LF = iΨ¯5¯ΓMDMΨ5¯ + iTr
[
Ψ¯10Γ
MDMΨ10
]
+hΨ¯5¯T
tΨ5¯ + h˜Tr
[
Ψ¯10TΨ10
]
, (9)
where h and h˜ are Yukawa couplings, while the covariant
derivatives are
DMΨ5¯ = ∂MΨ5¯ − iA∗MΨ5¯, (10)
DMΨ10 = ∂MΨ10 + iAMΨ10 + iΨ10A
t
M . (11)
Let us first consider the case without the moduli-
stabilizing potential : V1 = 0. The potential V0 gives
the multiple degenerate vacua
T = ±vΛ, S = 05, Λ2 = 15. (12)
Up to symmetry transformations, we can label the vacua
by the number of ±1 eigenvalues of Λ. For example,
we refer to the vacuum with Λ = diag(1, 1, 1,−1,−1)
as 〈3, 2〉. Clearly, Λ determines the breaking pattern of
SU(5). In the vacua, the components in T except for
those eaten by the gauge fields have masses mT =
√
2λv,
and all components in S have mS = Ω. The fermion
masses are m5¯ = hv and m10 = h˜v. We assume all these
masses to be the same order or larger than MGUT.
Since all these vacua are degenerate and discrete, static
and stable domain walls exist. We choose the SU(5)
unbroken vacua as the boundary condition
T → ±v15, S → 0, (13)
at x4 = y → ±∞, and assume
v¯2 ≡ v2 − Ω
2
λ2
> 0. (14)
Then we find exact domain walls solutions
T = v tanh Ω
(
y15 − Y
)
, S = v¯ sech Ω
(
y15 − Y
)
, (15)
with a 5 × 5 Hermitian matrix Y containing all the pa-
rameters i.e. moduli of the solution. Without loss of
generality, we can diagonalize Y . Depending on the num-
ber of coincident walls and the ordering of their positions
on y, we find ten qualitatively different patterns. Phe-
nomenologically most interesting one is the 3-2 splitting
configuration with
Y = diag(Y3,Y3,Y3,Y2,Y2), (16)
where three walls are located at y = Y3 and the re-
maining two are at y = Y2, interpolating the left-most
vacuum 〈0, 5〉, the middle vacuum 〈3, 2〉, and the right-
most vacuum 〈5, 0〉. The SU(5) is broken to GSM =
SU(3)× SU(2)× U(1)Y in the middle 〈3, 2〉 vacuum.
To identify the four dimensional effective fields and
their spectra around this configuration, let us consider
small fluctuations [50]
T = T0(y) +
(
t3(x
µ, y) t˜(xµ, y)
t˜(xµ, y)† t2(xµ, y)
)
, (17)
where T0 stands for the background solution, t3 (t2) is
3× 3 (2× 2) Hermitian matrix, and t˜ is 3 by 2 complex
matrix. We consider fluctuations for S similarly
S = S0(y) +
(
s3(x
µ, y) s˜(xµ, y)
s˜(xµ, y)† s2(xµ, y)
)
. (18)
The fluctuations of gauge fields are given as
Aµ =
(
a3µ bµ
b†µ a2µ
)
+ a1µ
√
3/5
(
1
313 0
0 − 1212
)
, (19)
where aµ2 (a
µ
3 , a
µ
1 ) corresponds to SU(2), (SU(3), U(1))
gauge field, and bµ is the 3 × 2 complex matrix. It was
found [50] that the lightest modes in t3(t2) are massless,
and those with the index 3 (2) are localized around the 3
(2) coincident walls at y = Y3 (y = Y2). Localization of
the gauge fields is achieved by the field dependent gauge
kinetic term (7). Let us define
σ2,3 = v¯ sinh Ω(y − Y2,3), σ1 =
√
2σ23 + 3σ
2
2
5
. (20)
Then the fluctuations aα,µ (α = 1, 2, 3) in the axial gauge
(aα,y = 0) is expanded
aα,ν =
∑
n
ω(n)α,ν(x)
v
(n)
α (y)
σα(y)
, (21)
with the four-dimensional effective vector fields ω
(n)
α,ν .
Here we are interested in divergence-free part ∂νaα,ν = 0.
The lowest mode was found [50] to be massless and its
mode function is flat
v
(0)
α (y)
σα(y)
= 1. (22)
Nevertheless, the gauge field zero modes are localized on
domain walls thanks to the field dependent gauge kinetic
4function aS2 in (7) which provides an effective mode
function
√
a σα(y)× v
(0)
α (y)
σα(y)
=
√
a σα(y) . (23)
Hence, the massless SU(3) (SU(2)) gauge fields are lo-
calized around y = Y3 (y = Y2), and those of U(1)Y are
around both y = Y2 and Y3. The dimensionless effective
gauge couplings for GSM gauge group are
1
g23
=
1
g22
=
1
g21
=
4av¯2
Ω
≡ 1
g2
. (24)
The zero modes t˜(0) contained in t˜ (the off-diagonal
component of T ) in Eq.(17) and s˜(0) in s˜ in Eq.(18)
are the would-be Nambu-Goldstone (NG) modes for the
spontaneous breaking of SU(5) → GSM, and are ex-
tended between the 3 coincident walls and the 2 coin-
cident walls(
t˜(0)
s˜(0)
)
=
(
τ3 − τ2
σ3 − σ2
)
η˜(0)(x) ≡ u˜(0)η˜(0)(x) , (25)
where η˜(0)(x) is a 3 by 2 complex matrix and
τ3,2 = v tanh Ω(y − Y3,2). (26)
They are absorbed by the off-diagonal gauge fields bµ in
Eq.(19) due to the geometric Higgs mechanism [50]. Let
us expand the divergence-free part of bµ (∂
µbµ = 0) as
bµ =
∑
n
β(n)µ (x)
γ(n)(y)
σ+(y)
. (27)
with
σ+ =
√
σ22 + σ
2
3 . (28)
Although it is difficult to derive the spectrum analytically
we can obtain qualitative features [50]. When L = |Y3 −
Y2| vanishes, gauge field has zero mode (no symmetry
breaking). Hence the mass of the lightest mode starts
linearly for small L as
µ˜0 = ΩL
√
2v2 + v¯2
6av¯2
∼ ΩLMGUT MGUT (29)
for ΩL  1. On the other hand, when ΩL & 1, bµ is
localized around the well-separated walls with the width
Ω−1. Therefore, the mass becomes independent of L as
µ˜0 =
√
Ω2 + 1/a ∼MGUT. Apart from the moduli fields
which will be discussed in the subsequent section, we
find that all the excited modes in T , S and AM have
masses of the order or heavier than MGUT, so that they
are decoupled in the low energy physics on the domain
walls [50].
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FIG. 1. (bottom) The solid lines show the numerical solution
for the diagonal elements of T for v =
√
2, λ = Ω = 1,
µ = 0.81 and α = 1.1. The broken curves stand for the
analytic solution (15) for V1 = 0 with the same separation
L = 1. (top) The mode functions of the fermions and massive
gauge boson with h = h˜ = 10. The shared horizontal axis is
y.
III. MODULI STABILIZATION
So far, we have considered V1 = 0 where we have de-
generacy of symmetric and symmetry-breaking vacua. It
yields undesirable massless scalar fields of t3,2 (s3,2) and
light off-diagonal vector fields bµ for ΩL  1. From
now on we incorporate the moduli-stabilizating potential
V1 to make all the undesirable massless or light fields
sufficiently massive. We first observe that the moduli-
stabilizing potential V1 gives the following different values
at the discrete degenerate vacua of the previous section
V1(〈5, 0〉) < V1(〈3, 2〉) < V1(〈4, 1〉). (30)
Since they are the energy densities of the corresponding
vacua, the energy densities of domain wall configurations
in regions far away from domain walls can be approx-
imated by these vacuum energy densities. Our bound-
ary condition (13) implies that the lowest energy vacuum
〈5, 0〉 should be chosen in the bulk. If there is a region of
other vacuum between well-separated domain walls, the
region should shrink because of higher vacuum energy
density, resulting in a confining force between the split
domain walls. This tendency persists till separated do-
main walls reach as close as the width of the walls. For
small separation between domain walls, we find a resid-
ual repulsive force which decays exponentially at the wall
width (quite common to interactions between solitons).
Hence one can expect that there may be stable configura-
tion with separated walls. Since the highest energy 〈4, 1〉
vacuum is energetically unfavorable, we exclude configu-
rations containing the vacuum 〈4, 1〉 out of ten possible
patterns of wall configurations. Then we are left with
only three possibilities: 3-2 splitting, 2-1-2 splitting or
no splitting.
To figure out which is the true ground state configu-
5↵
µ
◆
■
● 3-2
2-1-2
3-2, 2-1-2
FIG. 2. Minima in the α-µ space. The 3-2 (2-1-2) splitting
is the global minimum for the blue circle (green diamond).
Both of them exist as global and local minima for the orange
square (v =
√
2, λ = Ω = 1).
ration, we survey the parameter space α-µ by using the
gradient flow equation [52]
∂φ(y, t′)
∂t′
= − δSE
δφ(y, t′)
. (31)
Here, φ stands for the scalar fields and we introduce a
fictitious flow-time t′ and let the field configuration relax
toward the local minimum of the Euclidean action SE
as t′ → ∞. To find global minima, we use initial con-
figurations in (15) and solve the gradient flow equation
with randomly chosen Y for each point in the α-µ space
repeatedly. We confirm that there exists a large region
in the α-µ parameter space where the 3-2 splitting is the
global minimum, see Fig. 2. Our resut shows that the at-
tractive force given by the higher vacuum energy of the
〈3, 2〉 vacuum is balanced against an exponentially de-
caying repulsive force near domain walls. Taking all the
parameters with mass dimension in V0 and V1 to be the
same order of magnitude, and identify them with MGUT,
the 3-2 walls are stabilized at the separation
L ∼M−1GUT, (32)
as illustrated in Fig. 1. Thus, V1 lifts the moduli in t2,3
(s2,3) and gives the mass
µ˜0 ∼MGUT (33)
to bµ. At the same time, we find that all the undesir-
able moduli fields are stabilized to have masses of order
MGUT.
IV. QUARKS AND LEPTONS
The Yukawa terms for Ψ5¯,10 and T provides massless
chiral fermions around the domain walls. The fermion
localization depends only on the solution T which we
can obtain reliably by numerically solving gradient flow
even when V1 6= 0. As shown in Fig. 1, difference be-
tween the numerical solution (solid curves) for V1 6=
0 and the analytic solution (dashed curves) given in
Eq. (15) is tiny. Thus, we can make use of (15) with
Y = diag(Y3,Y3,Y3,Y2,Y2) in the following. Let us de-
compose the fermions as 5¯ → (3¯, 1)1/3 ⊕ (1, 2)−1/2 and
10→ (3¯, 1)−2/3 ⊕ (3, 2)1/6 ⊕ (1, 1)1
Ψ5¯ =
(
Ψ3¯
Ψ2
)
, Ψ10 =
(
Ψ′¯3 Ψ3,2−Ψt3,2 Ψ1
)
. (34)
We expand fermions into modes such as
Ψ3¯ =
∑
n
[
f
(n)
3¯,L
(y)ψ
(n)
3¯,L
(x) + f
(n)
3¯,R
(y)ψ
(n)
3¯,R
(x)
]
, (35)
where effective fields ψL,R(x) are chiral fermions in 3 + 1
dimensions defined by
ψL = P−ψ, ψR = P+ψ, (36)
with P± ≡ (1 ± γ5)/2. Furthermore, four-dimensional
gamma matrices γµ are defined from the five-dimensional
gamma matrices ΓM as
Γµ = γµ, Γ5 = iγ5, γ5 = iγ0γ1γ2γ3. (37)
The other components can be expanded similarly. Plug-
ging these into linearized field equations for Ψ5¯,10, we
find equations for mode functions
HXf (n)X (y) = m(n)X 2f (n)X (y), (38)
where the subscript X distinguishes the components in
Eq. (34). The Hamiltonian for the left component HX,L
and the right component HX,R are
HX,L = Q†XQX , HX,R = QXQ†X , (39)
with
QX = ∂y + hX(y), Q
†
X = −∂y + hX(y). (40)
The y-dependent effective Yukawa couplings are ap-
proximated by hX = hτ3 for Ψ3¯, h˜τ3 for Ψ
′¯
3, hτ2 for Ψ2,
h˜τ2 for Ψ1, and h˜(τ3 + τ2)/2 for Ψ3,2 using τ3(y), τ2(y)
defined in Eq.(26). The mode functions f
(0)
X for zero
modes are the kernels of QX and Q
†
X . When h > 0 and
h˜ > 0, the normalizable zero modes appear only in the
left-handed components as
f
(0)
3¯,L
= N3¯ [cosh Ω(y − Y3)]−
hv
Ω , (41)
with the normalization constant N3¯. Similarly zero
modes appear only for left-handed components ψ ′¯3,L, ψ2,L
and ψ1,L, whose mode functions are obtained by replac-
ing h with h˜, and Y3 with Y2. The mode functions for
ψ3,2,L are given as
f
(0)
3,2,L = N3,2 [cosh Ω(y − Y3) cosh Ω(y − Y2)]−
h˜v
2Ω , (42)
with the normalization constant N3,2.
We identify one generation of quarks and leptons as
usual
ψ
(0)
3¯,L
→ dcα, ψ(0)3¯,L′ → ucα, ψ
(0)
2,L → la = (e−, νe), (43)
6ψ
(0)
1,L → e+, ψ(0)3,2,L → qαa = (uα, dα). (44)
We show typical mode functions in Fig. 1, where we ob-
serve that quarks and leptons are localized around the
walls associated to the gauge fields with which they in-
teract.
Maintaining charge universality has been difficult for
localized gauge fields [28, 51]. In our model, the charge
universality holds exactly since the 3+1 dimensional SM
gauge symmetry is fully maintained. In other words, the
overlap integrals with the SM gauge fields and quarks
(leptons) are independent of wall positions, since mode
functions of massless gauge fields are flat v
(0)
α /σα = 1 as
in Eq.(23).
V. BARYON NUMBER VIOLATING PROCESS
The massive gauge boson β
(0)
µ with mass µ˜0 ∼ MGUT
plays the same role as X,Y gauge bosons in the usual
3+1 dimensional GUT, where its exchange is suppressed
by the large mass MGUT. When the symmetry breaking
occurs by the wall splitting, however, their coupling to
quarks and leptons can have significant additional sup-
pression. This suppression results from the small overlap
of mode functions caused by two factors: the quark and
lepton mode functions can be displaced from each other
[55], and their mode functions are sharply peaked when
their Yukawa couplings are large. The relevant triple cou-
plings for the proton decay can be found in the kinetic
terms of Ψ5¯,10 as
LPD = gHlq1d¯cγµβ(0)∗µ l + gHdqTr3
[
U¯ cγµβ(0)µ q
t
]
+ gHlq2Tr2
[
β(0)tµ q¯γ
µE+
]
+ h.c. . (45)
Here, we use the canonical normalization for the massive
gauge bosons by redefining β
(0)
µ → gβ(0)µ , and identify
fermion zero modes as
(E+)ab = abe
+, (U c)ab = abcu
c
c. (46)
The triple couplings depend on the separation L between
the domain walls and are given by the overlap integrals
HZ(L) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dy rZ , (47)
for the channel Z = lq1, lq2, dq with the integrand given
by
rlq1 =
f
(0)
3¯,L
f
(0)
2,Lγ
(0)
σ+
, (48)
rlq2 =
2f
(0)
1,Lf
(0)
3,2,Lγ
(0)
σ+
, (49)
Hlq2Hdq
Hlq1Hdq
FIG. 3. Suppression factor Hlq1Hdq (blue circle) and Hlq2Hdq
(orange square) as a function of h = h˜. The parameters are
v =
√
2 and Ω = λ = 1 and we set L = 1.
rdq =
2f
′(0)
3¯,L
f
(0)
3,2,Lγ
(0)
σ+
. (50)
The effective four-fermi coupling GZZ′ for the process
Z → Z ′ is given by
GZZ′ = HZHZ
′g2
µ˜20
. (51)
The suppression factors HZ , and HZ′ compared to the
standard GUT is calculable in our model, since the mode
function γ(0)(y), shown in Fig. 1, is reliably obtained un-
like in the previous model [25] based on an ambitious
assumption of nonperturbative confinement in 4 + 1 di-
mensions. On top of being a function of separation L
between walls, HZ,Z′ also depends strongly on the mag-
nitude of Yukawa couplings h and h˜. The width of the
mode function is inversely proportional to Yukawa cou-
plings h and h˜. Hence the large Yukwa coupling sup-
presses the overlap exponentially HZ ∼ e−vhL. We plot
Hlq1Hdq and Hlq2Hdq in Fig. 3, where we see that they
are suppressed by more than 10−3 and 10−9, respectively,
with the Yukawa coupling of order 50. We note that there
is no constraints from experimental data for these large
Yukawa couplings between fermions and scalars forming
the domain wall.
Finally let us consider the baryon number violating
process mediated by the off-diagonal component t˜ of
scalar field T through the Yukawa couplings. Although
it is difficult to solve the Schro¨dinger problem for t˜ [50]
analytically, it is still possible to get qualitative features.
Since the zero modes of t˜ are absorbed by bµ, the lightest
mode of t˜ should have mass of order MGUT. In addition,
since the potential of the Schro¨dinger problem should
make the mode functions localized around the walls, sim-
ilarly to zero mode case, the overlaps of mode functions
are suppressed similarly to the vector case. Hence we ex-
pect that T -mediated proton decay enjoys a suppression
factor of the same order as that of the massive vector
bosons.
VI. CONCLUSION
We propose a 4 + 1 dimensional model which unifies
SU(5) GUT and the brane world scenario. Our 3 + 1 di-
7mensional spacetime dynamically emerges with the sym-
metry breaking SU(5) → GSM together with one gen-
eration of the SM matter fields. We solve the gradient
flow equation and confirm the 3-2 splitting configuration
is the global minimum in a large parameter region. By
applying the idea of the field-dependent gauge kinetic
function [47–49] to our model, we solve the long-standing
difficulties of the localization of massless gauge fields and
charge universality. All the undesirable moduli are sta-
bilized. Furthermore, the proton decay can be exponen-
tially suppressed.
Our model is an effective theory valid up to the GUT
energy scale which is characterized by the inverse of the
width of the domain wall. Above this GUT scale, we need
to take account of effects of strong gauge dynamics, since
our gauge field localization mechnism is based on a semi-
classical representation of confinement in the bulk away
from domain walls. Below the GUT scale, the SM gauge
couplings run following the usual renormalization group
flow dictated by the low-energy effective Lagrangian in
four dimensions. However, above the GUT scale, the
effects of strong gauge dynamics should contribute to the
running and change its behavior, in addition to the fact
that the theory becomes five-dimensional. The quantum
theory of our model above the GUT scale is an interesting
subtle issue to study as a future work.
We have not yet included the SM Higgs field [53, 54]
and the second and higher generations, but our frame-
work can easily incorporate the former similarly to
Ref. [20] and the latter with the mass hierarchy in the
spirit of Ref. [55, 56]. Furthermore, our model can be
extended to other GUT gauge groups such as SO(10).
Supersymmetry and/or warped spacetime with gravity
can also be included without serious difficulties. Since
our model has strong resemblance to D-branes in super-
string theory, we hope that our field theoretical model
can give some hints for simple constructions of SM by
D-branes.
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